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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Meaning of Collective Intelligence: 

Collective intelligence it is when people work together with the help of technology to share ideas and gather 

data together. Working together is nothing new. We have been doing it since the dawn of time. But collective intelligence 

has really evolved since the start of digital age. Technology now allows us to gather ideas and data at a much greater 

scale and speed than ever before. It can connect people across huge distances, bringing more brains together like 

Wikipedia does. It’s changing the way we do everything from business to science, like involving people around the 

world to spot stars in the galaxy. And it’s even beginning to change democracy as parliaments and cities use technology 

to draw on the wisdom of crowds. By bringing together diverse groups of people, data and technology, collective 

intelligence has power to achieve things far beyond, far beyond what any individual human or machine could achieve 

alone. Together is the word to be coined and practiced. Collective Intelligence focusses on how new organisations can 

be designed to improve our collective abilities and results would be much better than what we would achieve as 

individuals. Most of us would think that the most intelligent entities on this planet are humans, smarter than plants, 

animals or even computers. But there is one entity which is more important than the humans is groups of people. These 

groups of people have been most significant for the landmarks for example, from inventing writing to landing on moon. 

Groups of people do all these things in interesting ways. The intelligence that arises from them involves multiple people 

often working together, over time in space. This form of intelligence is collective intelligence. So, we can say that 

collective intelligence is a sum of individuals in ways that seem intelligent. 

Now by this definition lots of different kinds of collective intelligence exists in the world like groups of bees 

and beehives, ant colonies schools of fish and may be groups of neurons or brain regions. Let us imagine a world, in 

which we can really understand in a deep scientific way how collective intelligence worked in all these kinds of people. 

How collective intelligence arises from combination of less intelligent entities. 

Collective intelligence refers to the idea that a group of individuals can collectively perform tasks and make decisions 

that are more accurate and intelligent than the performance of any individual member. This can occur because the group 

can pool their resources, knowledge, and experiences to make decisions that are based on a more diverse range of 

perspectives and information. 
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2. Ways of harnessing Collective Intelligence: 

Crowdsourcing: This involves tapping into the collective intelligence of a large group of people by asking them to 

contribute their ideas, opinions, or solutions to a particular problem or task. 

Collaboration: By working together, a group of people can pool their expertise and knowledge to come up with better 

solutions to problems or make more informed decisions. 

Social networks: The connections and relationships between individuals can be leveraged to disseminate information 

and knowledge, which can lead to more informed decision-making and problem-solving. 

Voting and consensus-building: When making decisions, groups can use voting and consensus-building techniques to 

arrive at a decision that reflects the views of the majority. 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning: These technologies can be used to process large amounts of data and 

information and can help to identify patterns and make predictions based on the collective intelligence of the data. 

Collective intelligence can lead to improved decision-making and problem-solving and has been shown to be 

particularly effective in situations where there is a high degree of complexity and uncertainty. However, it's important 

to recognize that collective intelligence can also be influenced by biases, groupthink, and other factors that can lead to 

suboptimal outcomes. Examples from business world can be quoted where collective intelligence has been very useful. 

Crowdsourcing: Companies like Starbucks and Coca Cola have utilized the power of collective intelligence by 

crowdsourcing new product ideas from their customers. This allows the companies to gather a large amount of feedback 

and insights, helping them make better decisions about what products to bring to market. 

Decision-making: Collective intelligence has been shown to be effective in improving decision-making in 

organizations. For example, businesses that use consensus-based decision-making processes, like holacracy, have found 

that collective intelligence leads to better outcomes and more creative solutions. 

Predictive analytics: Many businesses have used collective intelligence to improve their predictive analytics models. 

For example, an insurance company might gather data from a variety of sources, including customer surveys and social 

media, to gain a more complete understanding of their customer base and make more accurate predictions about future 

customer behaviour. 

Innovation: Collective intelligence has also been used to drive innovation in various industries. For instance, companies 

such as Procter & Gamble have used open innovation platforms to crowdsource new product ideas from a large and 

diverse community of innovators. 

Collaborative problem-solving: Collective intelligence can also be used to solve complex problems. For example, a 

consulting firm might bring together a diverse team of experts to solve a complex business problem for a client. The 

collective knowledge and expertise of the team can lead to better solutions than any individual would have been able to 

come up with on their own. Here are a few companies that have successfully leveraged collective intelligence to drive 

their success: 

Google - Google has made use of collective intelligence by designing its search algorithms to leverage the collective 

intelligence of the web. The more links a webpage has pointing to it, the more likely it is to be relevant and trustworthy, 

according to Google's algorithm. 

Amazon - Amazon has harnessed collective intelligence in several ways, including through customer reviews and 

recommendations. By allowing customers to rate and review products, Amazon has created a collective intelligence 

system that helps shoppers make informed purchasing decisions. 

Netflix - Netflix has leveraged collective intelligence through its recommendation system, which suggests TV shows 

and movies to users based on their viewing history and the viewing habits of others with similar tastes. 

Wikipedia - Wikipedia is the epitome of collective intelligence. It's a collaborative effort of millions of volunteers from 

around the world who work together to create an ever-evolving, comprehensive encyclopedia. 
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Waze - Waze is a navigation app that uses the collective intelligence of its users to provide real-time traffic updates and 

routing information. By crowd-sourcing data from its users, Waze can provide a more accurate and up-to-date view of 

traffic conditions than traditional GPS systems. 

These are just a few examples of companies that have leveraged collective intelligence to become successful. There are 

many more companies across a wide range of industries that are successfully applying this concept to improve their 

operations and drive growth. 

 

3. Potential benefits of Collective intelligence in the education sector: 

Improved decision making: Collective intelligence can help educators make better decisions by leveraging the diverse 

perspectives and experiences of students, teachers, administrators, and other stakeholders. 

Enhanced creativity and innovation: By bringing together different viewpoints, collective intelligence can lead to the 

creation of new and innovative educational practices and solutions. 

Increased student engagement and motivation: Collective intelligence can help create a more engaging and 

participatory learning environment, where students are encouraged to take an active role in their own education. 

Better problem-solving: By working together, students and teachers can tackle complex problems in a more efficient 

and effective manner. 

Improved collaboration and communication: Collective intelligence can help foster greater collaboration and 

communication between students, teachers, and administrators, leading to a more harmonious and productive learning 

environment. 

Diverse perspectives and experiences: Collective intelligence can help ensure that a variety of perspectives and 

experiences are brought to bear on educational issues, which can lead to a more equitable and inclusive learning 

experience for all students. 

Overall, collective intelligence has the potential to enhance the educational experience for both students and educators, 

leading to a more effective and efficient learning environment. 

Present positioning of collective intelligence in education sector: 

Collective intelligence has been used in the education sector in a variety of ways to enhance the learning experience and 

improve outcomes. Following are the methods in which it can be used: 

Collaborative learning: Collective intelligence is being used to facilitate collaborative learning among students. This 

can be achieved through online discussion forums, peer-to-peer review, and group projects, where students can share 

their knowledge, skills, and experiences with each other. 

Personalized learning: Collective intelligence is being used to create personalized learning experiences for students. 

This can be done through data analytics, machine learning algorithms, and other AI-powered tools that can analyse 

students' learning patterns, strengths, and weaknesses, and provide customized learning content and recommendations. 

Gamification: Collective intelligence is being used to gamify learning experiences and make them more engaging and 

enjoyable. This can be done using interactive games, simulations, and other interactive educational tools that encourage 

students to collaborate, think critically, and solve problems together. 

Decision-making and problem-solving: Collective intelligence is being used to help students develop decision-making 

and problem-solving skills. This can be done using case studies, scenario-based simulations, and other educational tools 

that encourage students to think critically, analyse data, and come up with solutions to real-world problems. 

Overall, the use of collective intelligence in the education sector is helping to create more engaging and personalized 

learning experiences for students and is helping to equip them with the skills and information they need to prosper in a 

rapidly changing world. 

How are the edtech platforms using collective intelligence? 

Collective intelligence refers to the idea that the intelligence of groups of people can be greater than the sum of 

its parts. EdTech platforms like Physicswallah use this concept by allowing users to contribute and share their knowledge 
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with others in the community. This leads to the creation of a large database of information that can be used by all 

members, increasing their overall collective knowledge, and understanding of a subject. For example, on Physicswallah, 

students can ask questions and get answers from other students, teachers, or experts in the field. They can also share 

their own understanding and solutions to problems, allowing others to learn from their experience. By aggregating this 

collective intelligence, Physicswallah provides a more comprehensive and effective learning experience for its users. 

Additionally, these platforms also use data and analytics to improve their content and teaching methods based on the 

performance and behaviour of their users. This data-driven approach can also help to better understand how people learn 

and what methods are most effective, contributing to the overall collective intelligence of the platform. 

How can collective intelligence be helpful in educational administration and policy makers? 

Collective intelligence can be very helpful in educational administration and policy making in several ways: 

Decision Making: Collective intelligence can be used to gather information from a large group of people, which can be 

useful in decision-making processes. For example, administrators and policy makers can gather opinions and 

suggestions from teachers, students, parents, and other stakeholders to make informed decisions. 

Problem Solving: Collective intelligence can be used to solve complex problems in education. For example, 

administrators and policy makers can gather data, research, and expert opinions to find solutions to educational 

challenges such as declining test scores or inadequate resources. 

Innovations: Collective intelligence can foster innovation and creativity in education. Administrators and policy makers 

can use collective intelligence to bring together experts and stakeholders to identify new and innovative solutions to 

improve education. 

Collaboration: Collective intelligence can facilitate collaboration and cooperation among different groups in education. 

Administrators and policy makers can use collective intelligence to bring together teachers, students, parents, and other 

stakeholders to work towards a common goal, such as improving educational outcomes or creating a more inclusive 

educational environment. 

Transparency: Collective intelligence can increase transparency and accountability in education. Administrators and 

policy makers can use collective intelligence to gather and share information about educational policies and programs, 

which can help to build trust and accountability among stakeholders. 

Overall, the use of collective intelligence in educational administration and policy making can help to create a more 

informed, collaborative, and effective educational system. 
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